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HOW TO PLAY:

1) Write the NFC team name in the blue half of the upper-left square, or above the grid.
2) Write the AFC team name in the red half of the upper-left square, or to the left of the grid.
3) Have participants select blank squares from the grid by writing their name or initials in each square.
4) Once all squares have been selected, randomly assign four sets of numbers 0-9 to both the NFC and AFC colored boxes.
5) The first set of numbers will be used to determine first quarter winners, the second to determine second quarter winners, and so on.
6) If you do not get enough players to fill out all 25 squares, you can simply grey out the remaining empty squares.
7) At this point your grid is all set up. Wait for the Super Bowl to begin in order to follow along and see who wins.
8) Winners are determined at the end of the first quarter, second quarter, third quarter, and final score of the game.
9) To win, your square must lie at the intersection of the NFC/AFC numbers that correspond to the last digit of each team's score.
10) In the 25 square variation, all squares are assigned two NFC/AFC numbers so you have a greater chance of winning!
Example: The score at the end of the first quarter is NFC: 14 / AFC: 7. The first quarter winner would be the square that lies at the intersection of NFC: 4 / AFC: 7 (using the first set of numbers)
Example: The final score at the end of the game is NFC: 35 / AFC: 28. The final winner would be the square that lies at the intersection of NFC: 5 / AFC: 8 (using the fourth set of numbers)
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